Enloe Community Council
By the end of the meeting we will: have a greater idea on what topics to cover in meetings
WHAT
Welcome and
Connections
Go Over Survey and
Responses

HOW & WHY

NOTES

Settle down and enjoy second chance
breakfast and the LoeDown

-

Going over survey today

Look at pie charts and bar graphs, share
responses and have a group discussion about
what topics to cover and if staff would be
beneficial at meetings

-

School events, student council events,
administrative decisions → people wanted to
know the most about
- Going to talk more about testing
Repetition of events on LoeDown or different
information?
- Need to talk more about things not
happening on the LoeDown
- Make a homeroom remind
- Write things on the board when telling
the class so that they can take pictures
of it
Administrators at meetings
- Having a “panel” with administrators and
ask teachers specific questions about
prepared questions
- Ex. Asking questions about
portfolios
- Some people think it might cancel out
student opinions
Want to be able to make a change in their HR
- Trying to make change by connecting
more with homeroom
- Try to connect the COMMUNITY council
- Feeling like they are messengers instead
of actually trying to make change
- Want to vote on: what we do in the
school, having access to what the admin
want us to vote on
- School improvement meetings every
month → discuss and vote on things to
improve the school

-

-

-

SOAR

Admin/School Improvement Team would like
us to redesign or approve upon the SOAR
posters

What do y’all want to Final comments on how they want meetings to
come out of this?
run
Additional
Comments

-

Come up with new definitions for “SOAR”
Write on board and vote in RA, then take back to
homeroom and ask them to vote
Write agenda for RA meetings
We want to change and make a version of
“SOAR” that we are going to use

